The Tracing Frame
A simple tool that allows an artist to quickly outline an object.
A blank piece of paper is often an overwhelming place to start for an artist. Using the
Tracing Frame the artist can capture an outline easily to use as a reference or starting
point for a detailed drawing. The Tracing Frame takes out all the measuring and frustration that perspective and foreshortening can cause by forcing the user to draw what is actually there in front of them. Made out of lightweight molded plastic the Tracing Frame
can be used repeatedly to capture a subject’s outline. First create an outline with a water
soluble pen then use this as the guidelines for a detailed drawing on tracing paper. Wash
the Tracing Frame with water and start again. What could be simpler?

Step 1 - Place the object behind frame choosing the size and perspective you
want. Closing one eye trace the object using a water soluble marker.

Step 2 - With a piece of tracing paper on top of the frame, using the outline
you just made, draw the object in detail.
All aspects of perspective and foreshortening are taken care of.

The Tracing Frame
So what do artists who use it say...
I really do like the Tracing Frame. I think the best part of it is that you get to see the

big picture, and then can add the details and accurate measurements on your tracing

paper. It really does save lots of time, particularly when you are working with some-

thing that has lots of detail, or a complex botanical form.

You can draw a simplified

outline to begin with on the Tracing Frame, and then use that image to refine and

correct for accuracy on your final line drawing. -- Christine

This frame is great. It allows me to get to painting so much
faster. Rather than spending a lot of time measuring and
getting the correct angles, I don't need to use the analytical
left side of my brain. I can I can go directly to the right side
of my brain and learn the artful style of the plant. -- Beverly
Having just used one in your workshop what
a useful shortcut it can be , even for someone
who's accustomed to measuring. –Janet

So purchase yours on line today.
www.jeannedebons.com
jeannedebons@msn.com
541 383 3927

